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Promo Scripts for JBP
1. Could you use a bit of physical and emotional healing? Could you use some
kindness, lightness and joy in your life journey? As a Certified Practitioner, I am
offering Joyous Body Protocol sessions.

Benefits:

* Activates the innate capacity of your body to heal & gives a boost to your immune
system

* Dissolves the blocks to receiving

* Unlocks the inner joy of being

Get in touch to know more:

//Name//

//Number//

//Insert any testimonial such as below. Feel free to use the following testimonial as it
is//

“Joyous body protocol is a magic created by a magician. Experiencing an amazing
shift..feeling light in my body...energy levels are high, I used to feel tired after my
work and den after reaching home it was like pl give me some space...but now am
feeling so relaxed and calm, spending more time"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Would you like to activate the innate capacity in your body to heal? Book a Joyous
Body Session with me today! The 20 min session will help your body to unlock its
capacities. It is simple, gentle, yet effective and helps the body to create ease and
lightness. Here is a feedback on this session:

//insert a testimonial//

//Name//

//Number//
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3. Boost your immune system with Joyous Body Protocol. JBP uses high vibrational
Light Keys and unlocks its innate capacity to heal. People have reported healing of
various painful conditions, recovery from infections and medical procedures, and so
on.

It can be received remotely from the comfort of your home. Get in touch with me to
experience a gift taster session.

Book today! Special pricing for 3, 5, 7 and 11 session packages.

//Name//

//Number//

4.

//Insert a testimonial//

This is a testimonial for Joyous Body Protocol. Would you like to activate the innate
capacity in your body to heal? Book a Joyous Body Session with me today! You will
be amazed at the lightness you will experience!

//Name//

//Number//
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